Trip and Visit to Inner Earth
The pictures in this presentation are only the representations of the beings or entities and their environments. Subject matter for the images have been presented to the Star Traveler by her guides and some pictures may contain pieces of artwork from various artists that support the overall expansion of the human consciousness via the World Wide Web. The above book image is an Ogham runes manuscript from the First Floor of the Inner Earth Library.
Hallway to Porthologos Inner Earth Library

Shalean is one of the Inner Earth guides to the Star Traveler. In this image Shalean is reading an Ogham runes manuscript book in the Hallway to the Porthologos Inner Earth Main Library. This is the first floor of the library.

The Porthologos library has three floors. First Floor and the second floor has books, scrolls, and tablets which are made from clay, metal, gold, silver, and other materials.

The two floors of the library are made from marble and a type of stone which almost never breaks down.
Second Floor of the Porthologos Library

The Second Floor of the library also has musical instruments, and ancient relics from Earth’s first planetary civilizations.

The most ancient hard cover original copies of books are kept on this floor of the library. There are also maps, priceless objects, tapestries and other historical documentation that is housed on this second floor.

Almost all the library shelving resembles some type of ancient structures like old style Victorian houses, there are also various sacred geometry symbols on the shelving that protects the library’s contents from being taken outside of the second floor.
Artifacts and Relics of the Porthologos Library

The artifacts and relics in the library include manuscripts of the most ancient books that were written about magic and secret languages on the planet.

There are chests filled with technology that amplifies psychic abilities, intuitive gifts, etc.

Among the relics there are amulets included which allow the Inner Earth breakaway civilizations to teleport anywhere on the planet, talk to each other telepathically, etc.

These artifacts are shielded with cloaking technology so only authorized priestesses and priests can access these types of relics.
Hall of Records in the Porthologos Library

This is the Hall of Records on the Third Floor of the Porthologos Library.

In the Hall of Records there are holographic records kept on mini computers, glass pads, and crystal chip technology of most of the universal knowledge for the history of the Milky Way Galaxy and other nearby galaxies.

There are communication rooms and rooms with interface telepathy chairs where the people of Inner Earth can sit in the chairs and telepathically communicate with the surface people of the Earth. Often the Inner Earth breakaway groups will teach the surface people of Earth the true history of the planet, about outer space, advanced science, technology, esoteric knowledge, healing, etc. while interfacing in the telepathy chairs. The telepathic communication can be done in groups of where up to ten Inner Earth people are interacting with someone on the surface of the planet or communication is being done on a one to one interaction basis between one Inner Earth person and another person on the surface.
Meeting Chambers in the Telos City

These are the various meeting and conference chambers at the Telos City under Mount Shasta, California.

Most of the Inner Earth groups have their intergalactic conferences and meetings with benevolent ET’s in these chambers.

There are stone obelisks in these chambers which create holographic projections of real time events that are happening on planets and in different galaxies so the intergalactic councils can see what is going on and make decisions on what to do based on the events occurring in front of them.

As well there is cube technology that can predict future outcomes of events and even the history of the near future, so timelines can be measured to see what the best outcomes could be.

There are smaller libraries located near the conference and meeting chambers. These libraries have viewing computers for accessing historical information about other planets. When the computers are turned on, the watchers look at depictions of history like in a real time scenario of a live movie being played out right in front of them.
There are different types of communal areas throughout the many cities of the Inner Earth breakaway civilizations. This is where groups can meet to relax and discuss what is going on with them and enjoy time off from work.

Most of the Inner Earth meeting chambers are made from polished marble that is either white, cream colored, or brown.

There are holographic type lighting sources which emit natural light that heals people’s auric fields, keeping people healthy and strong without having diseases.

Every Inner Earth city has small crystal healing rooms where people can rejuvenate their life force energies by interacting with the living crystals in the rooms. The crystals have infinite energies that recharge the human body, healing anything that is out of balance in both body, mind, and the soul.

As well the crystals hold universal knowledge about the whole universe and various histories of how creation came to be on different planets. Often times the Inner Earth groups will meditate in the crystal rooms and their life spans are prolonged because of the healing properties of the crystals so the Inner Earth civilizations can live for thousands of years if they choose to do so.
Star Traveler met with the priestess Kara'leea to discuss what is happening on the surface of Earth. The Star Traveler had a dream how Earth had gone through the shift transition into the 5th dimension and Kara'leea wanted to see that dream image. Star Traveler said that it is important for the Inner Earth groups to start helping humanity on the surface to make the shift possible when enough people are awakened so the New World Order 2.0 cannot destroy the planet with its plans for planetary domination. The Star Traveler showed Kara'leea a future image of a possible event where the planet was at war because of the NWO and everything was on the brink of destruction. Kara'leea agreed that this would be bad, so she continued talking with the Star Traveler where we discussed how the Inner Earth groups could start revealing themselves more often to the awakened light workers, and healers to teach them how to help the rest of humanity on the surface so the people of Earth can evolve more easily into the 5th dimension. The Star Traveler showed Kara'leea images of how Earth went through her energetic shift of transformation where there was full disclosure and the surface of Gaia was covered in large lush jungles, forests, and immense clean bodies of water. Most of the Inner Earth groups have Soul Obelisk crystals that sustain the life force energies of the Earth and can terraform planets, this technology can help to make the transformation shift happen quicker into the 5th dimension on the planet.
Visions of the Star Traveler for Inner Earth

The Star Traveler had seen a positive timeline where the Earth had transformed and the shift happened into the 5th dimension. Full disclosure had happened and human beings evolved into their light bodies. The planet's energies were in balance, there was no wars, or disease, as everyone lived peacefully together in unity and harmony. There was no money system and no tyranny on the planet.

However, the Star Traveler also saw that if the New World Order government had come into power in 2020 then there would be war on the planet and much of the world would stand in ruins because of this large scale battle front happening in different countries fighting over oil, gold, gas, and other natural resources being depleted on the Earth.

The Saturn Inner Earth group wanted to see both of these visions as they are very curious about what the near future could be like on the surface of the planet. They do not want the NWO to come into power, yet the Saturn group is hesitant to step in and fully reveal themselves to the surface people of the Earth. The Star Traveler told them that they need to start appearing to more people on the planet in order to prevent a possible future where there is World War III happening. If the Inner Earth groups start showing themselves to humanity that would make the full disclosure narrative more real and the truth could start coming out about what is really going on here on Earth.
Saturn Inner Earth Visit Continued…

The Inner Earth breakaway civilization groups consider themselves to be the original seeder race colonists of Earth, and claim to have lived here from 17 – 20 million years on the planet.

The Star Traveler met a woman with blue glowing skin named Karina and two tall men with blond hair named Orislav and Oran. These three Inner Earth guides showed the Star Traveler the crystal technology that can interface telepathically with people and show them the various galactic histories of civilizations on other worlds.

The Star Traveler got demonstrations of how the crystal technology works and was shown images of her previous lifetimes in Inner Earth.

As well the Star Traveler got to see various tablets that were made out of gold and metal with many ancient languages and sacred geometry inscribed on them that energetically allows beings to manifest anything from the etheric realms into the physical realms of existence on the planet.

The Inner Earth groups work with semi precious crystals like diamonds to harness the living life force energies of the universe in order to expand life longevity, create advanced technology, and enhance telepathic and psychic abilities.
Star Traveler Seeing the Cleansing Pool

The Star Traveler got a tour of one of the cleansing pools that are used as part of purifying energy ceremonies in Inner Earth.

When there is preparation for doing telepathic communication with other ET councils or meeting representatives from the various Earth Alliances the visitors undergo a purifying ceremony. Visitors are bathed in the most cleanest spring pool water that removes any diseases, imperfections in DNA, or even the AI signal from the body so visitors are not contaminated with any foreign contagions when they visit Inner Earth environments.

After the bathing ceremony is over the visitors are given white, blue, or purple robes to wear when they are participating in the Inner Earth meetings, negotiations, or any type of tours.

Wearing the robes shows respect to the Inner Earth customs of having harmony and unity without violence while visitors are being shown around various places in the underground caverns like libraries, meeting chambers, healing rooms, nature preserves, parks, etc.

The cleansing pool areas have star sacred geometry etched in the marble walls of the bathing chambers. These symbols promote calm and grounding energies to anyone in the cleansing ritual so people are feeling safe, relaxed, and peaceful when undergoing the bathing ritual.
Hallways Leading to Other Realms

The Inner Earth Cavern Hallways that lead to meeting and council chambers have various portal doorways that act as teleportation transporters which can take people to other planets, various locations on Earth, etc.

The amulet devices that the Inner Earth groups use telepathically will actually activate these portal doorways in order to transport people where they need to go.

As the Star Traveler was walking through these hallways she saw various types of teleportation arches in some of the portal doorways, these arches are mini teleportation gateway portals that larger groups use to travel to different places for meetings and negotiations between the various councils and federations of galactic beings.
Sacred Geometry Designs in Hallways

When the Star Traveler first attended a Telos Council meeting of the 200 ambassadors and peace keepers in attendance, the Star Traveler saw this star like sacred geometry symbol on the floor of the time and space hallway that she was walking in as she was heading to the main meeting Chamber of Telos.

These sacred geometry wards help to cloak the meeting chambers so they appear like they are in a vortex type energy bubble where the physical chamber cannot be seen and no sound penetrates the protection bubble so nothing within the chamber can be heard by outsiders. It is like the meeting chambers exist on another dimension while the strategic meetings or negotiations are in session.

During the 2006 meeting the 13 council of Telos Elders were discussing with the 200 ambassadors and peace keepers about how to stop the reptilian incursion into the Milky Way and Andromeda Galaxy so the various benevolent ET outposts would not be destroyed as well as preserving the universal knowledge libraries so the reptilians could not get their hands on valuable and sacred information which is stored in the knowledge repositories.
Inner Earth Cities and Space Ports

Inner Earth has a large Agartha Network of the breakaway civilizations living in the caverns and hollows of the planet.

Each city is made up of various living bio dome environments for housing, work, and green spaces like parks, forests, lakes, oceans, etc. There are huge libraries within the cities, nature preserves, hydroponics/aquaponics gardens, agriculture, and much more.

The cities and bio domes are built from non-destructible alloys so the structures cannot be easily eroded by time, natural disasters, or even battles.

There are mini artificial suns and large crystal obelisks that power the cities, so there is electricity, and free energy that keep the cities functioning. All Inner Earth cities are clean as there is no garbage since everything is bio degradable and no building materials are ever wasted.

The major cities have their own space ports so ships can travel to other planets or galaxies as needed.
Crystal Obelisks and the Nature Preserves

The energetic vibrations from the soul crystal obelisks keep the harmony and balance within the Inner Earth nature preserves. These obelisks have unlimited universal source energy that keep them working so they never run out of power. Many of the nature preserves have some prehistoric animals like saber tooth tigers living in them although the aggressive nature of these animals have been bred out from them so they are now tame. There are also birds and other animal species as well as water creatures which inhabit these nature preserves.

The soul crystal obelisks have healing properties that prolong people’s life spans, heal diseases, and stop the aging process. As well the soul crystals are record keepers so they store information which allows people to see and experience all their soul lifetimes, as well as learning the true histories of how the universe and multiverses were created in the beginning of time and space.

Soul obelisk crystals help to keep planetary orbits in proper alignments so the poles cannot shift drastically and create weather destabilization on planetary surfaces. As well these large crystals prevent major cataclysmic events from occurring too often on the planets, these natural disasters may include earthquakes, tsunamis, floods, etc.

The obelisks create protective energetic shields and force fields around planets so the planetary energies are grounded and in balance, preventing chaos from spreading all over planetary bodies.
Sustainable Agriculture in Inner Earth Crop Fields

The Inner Earth groups practice sustainable agriculture where clean mineral spring water is delivered to the organic crops which are growing in enriched soil that is filled with crystalline particles from stones creating natural mineralized fertilizers in the ground where the crop plants grow.

All the food has no pesticides or herbicides, there is no pollution in the water or the ground. The crops have their own specific growing areas so these food plants do not mix in with any other types of vegetation which is none edible so there is no food cross contamination in the crops.

The mini bio living engineered suns which are powered by the energies of the Soul Crystal Obelisks provide the natural light sources for the organic crops to grow year round. It is a continual growing season and cycle as the plants are always healthy and they do not wilt or die off as they constantly receive the needed nutrients to keep them growing.

Since the organic crops are grown naturally with all the sustainable nutrients remaining in the plants, these food sources prolong the life spans of the Inner Earth people, giving them long lifetimes as well as keeping them strong and healthy on the genetic levels.
Dome Entrances to Crystal Chambers

When the Star Traveler was being guided on her tour towards the Universal Knowledge and Healing Crystal Chambers, she saw this blue glowing dome entrance which was emitting hot light energy from the entrance to the dome.

The lights from the refractions of the crystal dome were very bright, as if a thousand suns were turned on all at the same time.

This dome has different protective entrances towards the other main crystal chambers, and it is shielded by energy beams so only authorized people can gain access to the crystal chambers.

There are literally millions of refractory crystals that make up the dome shape and its protective entrances from the various Inner Earth caverns throughout the underground corridors and doorway points to cities in the Agartha Network.

The entrance doorways to the crystal dome are always guarded by the electrical lights and color energy shields so someone who is not spiritually attuned to the light rays of the universe could not enter the crystal dome or the crystal chambers.
Crystal Chamber of Universal Knowledge

Inner Earth has various crystal chambers, these chambers have large crystals which hold almost all universal knowledge within the energetic fields of the crystals.

These crystal chambers are highly guarded so only priestesses, priests, and ascended master type beings can enter within the chambers in order to learn advanced forms of galactic knowledge.

Crystal knowledge chambers can activate people's past life memories on the cellular and molecular DNA levels. As well these chambers can show priestesses and priest's forms of future events and timelines so in a way it is like getting a glimpse of experiencing brief periods of time travel.

Beings who are on the brink of evolving into the 5th dimension and who have reached their evolutionary point of getting close to becoming ascended masters are often brought into these chambers in order to reach their highest potential of spiritual awareness so they can evolve to the next levels in the higher dimensions beyond 5D.
Crystal Healing Chamber of Evolution

This is one of Inner Earth’s Crystal Healing Chambers of Evolution which helps to heal people from psychic burn out, removes various diseases and blockages, heals broken bones, and removes mental diseases, as well as extending life spans of beings so they can live for thousands of years without aging.

When people are sitting inside the crystal healing chambers their evolutionary paths are accelerated so they can evolve at a more rapid state into the higher dimensional realms instead of saying for example at the normal rates without having access to these types of chambers. It usually takes much longer to reach the higher states of evolution on the planet surface if there is zero access to the crystal chambers of evolution.

These evolutionary crystal chambers can help to amplify people’s psychic abilities like for example claircognizance or precognition and natural gifts of teleportation, bilocation, intuitive empathy skills, etc. Sometimes people have latent natural psychic abilities but they do not know how to activate these talents or use them, the crystal healing chambers can allow to trigger the original galactic/genetic blueprints to be activated in the DNA so these abilities can be utilized by evolving beings.

In this image Elyra who is one of the Inner Earth crystal healers of Telos is showing the Star Traveler what it is like to meditate in a healing crystal chamber.